Resonant and off-resonant Raman Optical Activity signals in the X-ray regime (XROA) are predicted.
2 The X-ray Raman optical activity signal ROA has its origin in the pioneering work of Barron 16, 18, 19 who demonstrated that the spontaneous Raman scattering intensity induced by circularly polarized light from chiral enantiomers is different. The ROA signal is usually measured by taking the difference between spontaneous Raman spectra induced by le and right polarized light at different scattering angles. The detector then measures all polarizations of the scattered light. This conguration is shown in Fig. 1 . ROA signals can also be acquired in other ways by detecting, for example, the difference between the le and right polarized components of the scattered light when the incident light is linearly polarized or unpolarized. 16 Mixed schemes in which both the polarization of the incoming light and the scattered light are varied have been used as well. By varying the polarization and detecting the signal at Fig. 1 The ROA measurement scheme. Left and right circularly polarized X-ray pulses propagating along the z direction generate two Raman signals which are recorded as a function of the scattering angle. Their small difference constitutes the ROA signal, eqn (9) . The detector polarization basis by X and Y provides an extra degree of freedom for the measurement. different scattering angles, it is possible to isolate different tensor components of the rotationally averaged chiral signal. 16 ROA with visible light is by now a well established experimental technique for probing the optical activity of the vibrational manifold. 9 The electronic chirality is most commonly observed by visible or UV CD. 20, 21 XROA measures the optical activity of the valence electronic excited manifold accessible through intermediate core electronic excitations. For the setup shown in Fig. 1 , the relevant matter correlation function is a pseudo-tensor involving a magnetic dipole or an electric quadrupole interaction. The sum of these scattering intensities depends only on true tensor quantities (electric dipole-electric dipole interactions). The ROA signals can be directly deduced from the loop diagrams shown in Fig. 2 and are usually normalized by the sum of the spectra (eqn (9)).
In this paper, we study the difference in the Raman signal induced by the incoming le and right polarizations. The radiation/matter coupling is given by the multipolar Hamiltonian 22 truncated at the electric quadrupole
Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c) represent the non-chiral electric dipole contribution, the magnetic dipole and the electric quadrupole, respectively. We shall denote the detected spontaneous Raman intensity by S RAM (u X ,u s ,q,e L/R ,e s ), where u X is the incident pulse frequency, u s is the detected frequency, q is the angle between the incident pulse and the detected light, and e L/R and e s are the incident and diffracted pulse polarizations.
The XROA signal is given by the difference between le and right incoming polarizations:
Without loss of generality, in an isotropic sample, we assume that the incident pulse propagates along the z axis (this implies that k X ¼ e z ) and that the scattered Raman signal is measured in the xz plane (see Fig. 1 ).
ROA signal since it vanishes upon rotational averaging. Diagram (b) contains one magnetic dipole and diagram (c) has one electric quadrupole interaction.
where the e L/R dependence of the signal is contained in the vector components of E X and B X .The three terms in brackets correspond to diagrams (a), (b) and (c), respectively in Fig. 2 and all operators evolve with the free molecular Hamiltonian in the interaction picture. Eqn (9) allows us to calculate timeresolved signals induced by broadband pulses. In that case, the spatial and temporal integrals can be then expressed as a Fourier transform. In this paper, we focus on ROA signals in the frequency domain measured with monochromatic light excitation. The total XROA signal is given by the sum of the magnetic and the quadrupole contributions:
Sum-over-states expressions for eqn (9) are given in Appendix B.
XROA signals of tyrosine
We have calculated the XROA signal, eqn (9) , for a randomly oriented ensemble of L-tyrosine ( Fig. 3(a) ) with an X-ray incident pulse tuned at the N (u X $ 389-397 eV) and O (u X $ 519-526 eV) K-edges. The incoming X-rays are thus resonant with the excited transitions. The signals on D-tyrosine are identical but with an opposite sign and thus are not displayed. We focus on the zwitterionic structure (see Fig. 3(a) ) of the molecule in water since this is its dominant form at physiological pH. The geometry was optimized at the B3LYP 24,25 /aug-cc-pVTZ 26,27 level of theory using the Gaussian program package. 28 The water solvent effect was considered with the PCM model.
29-31
All quantities needed for XROA signal calculations were calculated using the CD spectrum [32] [33] [34] and the restricted excitation window time-dependent density functional (REW-TDDFT) [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] implementations in the quantum chemistry package NWChem 41 under the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA). [42] [43] [44] The computational protocol for the relevant transition moments (electric and magnetic dipoles, electric quadrupoles) has been presented in ref. 40 . The B3LYP hybrid functional and the cc-pVTZ basis set 26 were used for all NWChem calculations. The water solvent effect was included using the COSMO model. 45 It is a common practice to apply constant shis to the calculated core excitation energies from TDDFT to match the experimental results. Since in this study only the relative positions of spectroscopic features matter, we retain all original core excitation energies from the TDDFT calculations. We adopted a tight SCF convergence criterion 
(energy change of SCF cycles <10 À8 a.u.) and an ultrane grid in all NWChem calculations. It is well known that TDDFT-TDA in general produces excitation energies of identical or even better quality of full TDDFT, but possibly worse oscillator strengths because of violation of the sum rule.
46,47 However, previous TDDFT-TDA studies on core spectroscopy, which is the major topic of this manuscript, showed that TDDFT-TDA and full TDDFT gave almost indistinguishable results.
39,48 TDDFT-TDA is computationally much cheaper than full TDDFT, which facilitates its use in large systems. Moreover, it handles triplet instabilities much better than full TDDFT. 49 In addition, it also gives better nonadiabatic couplings by reducing the local-density-approximation (LDA) error. 50 With all the considerations above, we use TDDFT-TDA in this study.
Under the multipolar expansion, only the rst non-vanishing multipole is origin invariant. Thus, in the present work, the electric quadrupoles and the magnetic dipoles are origin dependent. 51 Indeed, the spectroscopic observables calculated from exact wave functions must be independent of the origin. 52 However, numerical truncation of the basis set can induce origin-dependence of the spectroscopic observables. A possible solution is to use Gauge Invariant Atomic Orbitals (GIAOs) or London orbitals. 34, [53] [54] [55] Alternatively, as shown by Reiher et al., 52 by evaluating multipoles in the velocity gauge, the corresponding spectroscopic tensors are origin-independent even with a truncated basis. The behavior of the spectroscopic tensors upon changing the coordinates is given in Appendix C for completeness. To obtain origin-independent XROA signals, in this study we employed electric transition dipoles in the velocity gauge and kept the electric transition quadrupoles in the length gauge as their relevant spectroscopic tensors are origin-independent in both gauges.
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The calculated absorption spectra from TDDFT are displayed in the near UV range (Fig. 3(a) ), at the N K-edge (Fig. 3(b) ) and the O K-edge (Fig. 3(c) ). Tyrosine has three O atoms, one in the phenol group and the other two in the carbonyl group. The carbonyl O atoms are chemically indistinguishable. Thus we separate the three O atoms into two groups, in which the phenol O atom is labelled O 1 and the carbonyl O atoms are labelled O 2,3 (Fig. 3) . In our analysis, we have also decomposed the O K-edge spectrum into the contributions from O 1 and O 2,3 , and plotted them in red and black in Fig. 3(c) .
The XROA signal at the N K-edge vs. the incoming plane wave frequency and of the Raman shi u X À u s is displayed in Fig. 4 for various scattering angles. The corresponding 2D Raman signal at the scattering angle of p/2 is given in the ESI. † The ratio of the chiral contribution to the nonchiral one is 1.7% at the main peak of the spectrum (392.2 eV excitation and 8.4 eV Raman shi). The former provides spectroscopic information on the core-excited manifold while the latter covers the valence Fig. 1 ). Each panel depicts the signal acquired at various scattering angles between the incoming and emitted light. At q ¼ 0 (forward scattering), the signal is independent of the polarization. Due to the tight localization of the X-ray excitations in the vicinity of the core excited atom, strong peaks appear when the wave function overlap between the core-excited state and the valence excited state is high. Fig. 5 shows several slices of the N K-edge XROA at p/2 scattering. The spectrum varies with q while retaining the same structural information. Fig. 6 depicts the total XROA signals calculated at various K-edges, nitrogen and two groups of oxygen atoms for both Xand Y-polarization detection at a scattering angle of p/2. The Xand Y-polarization detected signals show similar patterns. As can be seen in Section B-eqn (16), the ROA signal depends on multiple transitions and their orientations, hence there is no simple relationship between a single transition momentum and the signal. However, as a general rule, strong ROA signals require that the relevant core and valence excitations involve the same particle orbitals (since the corresponding transition moment is a single-electron operator), and the involved particle or hole orbital should be close to the chiral centers if they exist. We can take the strong N 1s ROA features as an example. Important molecular orbitals (MOs) (S1) and an analysis on relevant excitations (Table S1 †) are provided in the ESI. † The strong feature around the point (390.6, 6.0) eV involves the weak N 1s core excitation at 390.6 eV and the strong valence excitation at 6.0 eV. The two excitations couple through the LUMO, which is distributed on the benzene ring (see S1). Since the LUMO (L) is not close to the N atom, the corresponding X-ray absorption is weak (Fig. 3) . However, the relevant valence hole orbital HOMO-3 (H-3) lies on the N atom as well as the chiral center, and the benzene ring, so the corresponding valence excitation and the chiral ROA signal is strong. Another strong ROA feature around the point (393.4, 8.4) eV can be explained similarly. The core excitation around 393.4 eV couples with the valence excitation around 8.4 eV through the L + 7 particle orbital. This orbital is delocalized over all atoms, and the corresponding valence hole orbital H-1 carries the information regarding the chiral center.
The O 1s ROA signals are more complicated since there are two inequivalent O atoms in the molecule. The total O 1s ROA signals and the contributions from the O 1 and O 2,3 atoms are displayed in Fig. 6 . As discussed in our previous work on X-ray CD, 56 the chiral X-ray signal intensity depends on the distance between the X-ray chromophore and the molecular chiral center. This propensity is also clearly observed here by comparing the XROA signals of O 1 and O 2,3 . One can see from (9)) displayed vs. the incoming frequency u X and the frequency shift Du ¼ u X À u s at various edges. O 1 refers to the oxygen atom in the OH group near the benzene ring while O 2,3 are the two equivalent oxygen atoms at the carbonyl group. These two atoms are spectroscopically equivalent since the hydrogen atom can easily migrate between them. The scattering angle is p/2. Fig. 6 that the signals of O 2,3 are much stronger than O 1 signals since the carbonyl oxygens are closer to the chiral center. Taking the x-polarized detection as an example, O 1 only shows a strong feature around the (521.5, 6.6) eV point. The involved core excitation couples with the valence excitation through the orbital L + 2. We see that L + 2 almost covers the entire chiral center (S1) and is involved in many important core and valence transitions (Table S1 † (Fig. 3(c) , O 1 has strong features near 520 and 521 eV, and O 2,3 have strong features around 518 eV), the two spectra overlap around 520 eV (note that the two spectra are plotted in different scales and the O 2,3 signals are actually stronger than they appear in Fig. 3(c) compared to the O 1 signals) . The large core hole lifetime broadening could produce a broad peak around 520 eV which will complicate the assignment of the O peaks. However, the situation is different for the XROA signals. As shown in Fig. 6 , the cross-peaks of O 1 and O 2,3 now have chemical shis in both the core excitation and Raman shi energy dimensions. The various features of O 1 and O 2,3 can be better resolved in the valence excitation manifold, thanks to the much smaller lifetime broadening of the nal valence excited states. Therefore, XROA signals have advantages over XCD signals by better separating the contributions from different atoms to the chiral signal and resolving the local chirality information at a new level. Fig. 7 depicts the magnetic and quadrupole contributions to the XROA signal at the N K-edge (u X ¼ 393.25 eV, q ¼ p/2), eqn (16) , for x and y polarization of the signal. The total signal measured at the N K-edge is given by the sum of the magnetic and the electric contributions. For x-polarized detection, the total signal (blue curve) is a mixture of magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole contributions of similar weight. The ypolarized signal under the same conditions is dominated by the magnetic interaction. The polarization direction of detection along which the quadrupole contribution is important is determined by the geometric and electronic structure of the system, but the fact that this contribution varies signicantly for different polarizations of detection is general. The sensitivity of XROA signals to the electric quadrupole interaction opens a new window to molecular chirality compared to XCD signals which do not depend on the electric quadrupole because of cancellation caused by rotational averaging.
Conclusions
The most common technique to study chirality with circularly polarized X-ray light is CD. [56] [57] [58] We have recently shown how Xray CD may be used to locally probe chiral structures. In the present study we have simulated the XROA signals of L-tyrosine at the N and O K-edges. ROA is routinely used in the IR and visible regimes, but has not been reported yet for X-rays. The technique has been made feasible by the use of advanced X-ray sources.
One advantage of ROA spectroscopy is that the signals can be detected in a non-collinear geometry thus avoiding the strong background of an intense incoming X-ray beam. Moreover, like optical Raman signals, ROA signals may detect dark states in the corresponding absorption spectra because of different selection rules, and usually have better spectral resolution than their absorption counterparts. Unlike XCD, ROA also depends on the electric quadrupole interactions for randomly oriented molecules and can thus probe molecular chirality even when magnetic dipoles are weak, as has been demonstrated for tris(ethylenediamine) cobalt(III) ion (Co(en) 3 3+ ).
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The signal in eqn (9) was calculated for a monochromatic excitation. It will be interesting to extend this technique to the time-domain by using ultrashort X-ray pulses. Time-resolved extension can be achieved by adding an actinic pulse with a controlled delay in an optical pump/X-ray probe scheme. This can be done by starting with eqn (9) and expanding the exponent to higher orders in the incoming pulses in order to trigger some chiral dynamics. XROA can then be used as a novel detection mode on top of a nonlinear process that would be sensitive to local change of the chiral structure in the vicinity of an X-ray chromophore. Time-domain XROA should be a powerful spectroscopy tool to track chiral molecules in chemical reactions. 
Appendix A rotationally averaged tensors
A n-th rank tensor T is rotationally averaged using the averaging tensor I (n) . 60 The correlation tensor involving electric and magnetic dipoles are only fourth rank tensors for ROA and the ones involving electric quadrupole are of rank 5.
I ð5Þ ¼ 1 30
where d and 3 are the Kronecker and Levi-Civita symbols respectively. The I (4) tensor is used to rotationally average the magnetic correlation functions (e.g. hmmmmi) and I (5) for the electric quadrupole ones (e.g. hmmmqi). For example, we have
where we used Einstein summation convention for the Cartesian indices i, j, k, and l, and h.i U stands for rotational averaging.
Appendix B sum-over-states expressions of the XROA signals
Here, we provide the sum-over-states expressions of the three diagrams shown in Fig. 2 . Assuming the the incoming pulses are plane waves, the electric contribution ( Fig. 2(a) ) is given by
where
The magnetic contribution given in Fig. 2(b) is summed over the permutations of the magnetic interaction
Finally, the quadrupole contribution is given in the diagram in Fig. 2(c) S quad ROA ðu X ; u s ; q; e s Þ ¼ CR 
Note that the variable k and k s are the wavevectors of the incoming and outgoing photons respectively while the superscripts k refer to the dummy summation index over cartesian components. The four-point correlation function of matter can be expanded in eigenstates. Chiral signals are measured in ensembles of randomly oriented chiral molecules. Thus, the four-point matter correlation function, eqn (17) and (18), must be rotationally averaged (see Appendix A). We use the following identities to simplify the polarization vector differences:
Appendix C origin dependence upon coordinate change
The transition matrix elements can be computed either in the length or in the velocity gauge, denoted as r and p respectively. 
The magnetic dipole remains unchanged in the length and velocity gauge. 51 The ROA spectroscopic signal is origin independent with truncated basis sets only in the velocity gauge. Thus the velocity gauge has been used to compute the signals.
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